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Lexis+ AI™ Law School Integration Guide 

 
 
A comprehensive faculty guide providing information, resources, teaching tools, and 

exercises for teaching students when and how to use Lexis+ AI™ effectively.  
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Overview:  
 

Lexis+ AI™ Assistant is an efficiency AI tool, grounded in our trusted, authoritative 

content with links to hallucination-free legal citations covering two common legal tasks 
including asking a legal question and document drafting. In addition, Lexis+ AI is 
underpinned by secure, leading generative AI models and human experts continuously 

training our models for enhanced responses.    
 
Lexis+ AI™ can be used to research a legal question, craft an argument and 

counterargument, and draft a legal memo, argument, client letter, email, or clause. 
Lexis+ AI can be an efficient starting point for legal research, providing answers to 
diverse legal questions with citations. The four searching tasks include: term of art 

interpretation, term of art application, complex legal question, and identification of 
current law. 
 

To best research a legal issue or use the drafting capabilities on Lexis+ AI, users should 
treat the interaction much like having a conversation with a colleague. The prompt 
should include context, be clear, specific, and include desired output. The more detail 

the better. Rather than starting the query in a particular data set (as in Lexis+®), you 
can ask a legal question and use the response to refine the process with follow up 
questions. Then use more traditional research skills to verify the results provided and 

expand your research as needed. 
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Law school faculty and students continue to have access to Lexis+ Research, Practical 
Guidance and other products and tools that are part of the law school subscription. Like 

other research tools, Lexis+ AI is an efficient starting point. Users can conversationally 

interact with the tool, iterate, analyze, and refine.    

What content is included? 
 

Lexis+ AI includes federal and state cases, statutes, constitutions, court rules, 
regulations, top agency decisions, Matthew Bender treatises and practical guidance. 

Additional content will be added over time.   

What tasks are included?  
 

The current law school offering includes three tasks: Ask a Legal Question, Generate a 

Draft, and Summarize. For commercial customers, one additional task is available: 
Upload a Document. Law school-specific materials will contain images of the law school 
offering (three tasks) whereas more general materials will display all four. Law students 

should be aware of the additional task in preparation for summer and post-graduation 

employment. 

 

 

How to access?   

Go to the Lexis+ AI assistant using the product switcher in the top left corner of the screen, 

choosing “Lexis+ AI,” and then clicking on the AI Assistant icon in the left panel. 
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Where should I start my research? 
 

Whether to use Lexis+ or the Lexis+ AI Assistant as a starting point will often depend on 
the task at hand and personal preference. There are certain tasks that will be more 

efficient on Lexis+, tasks that will be more efficient on Lexis+ AI, and many tasks that 
can be completed using either Lexis+ or Lexis+ AI Assistant, in which case it’s personal 
preference. Teaching students how to use a variety of legal research techniques will 

enable them to develop practice-ready skills regardless of the tools available to them in 
their summer jobs and after graduation in law practice. 
 

Lexis+ AI Assistant*: 

• Legal terms/phrases defined and interpretations 

• Application of laws/terms to factual scenarios in a jurisdiction 

• Finding current law on an issue 

• Researching a legal issue or topic/asking legal question  

• Procedural information 

• Finding forms and templates 

• Draft a legal argument  

• Draft a legal memo 

• Draft a client letter (e.g., cease & desist, demand letter…) 

• Draft an email (e.g., to client or opposing counsel) 

• Draft a transactional document clause 

• Summarize a case by name or citation 

• Summarize case authority in the answer to a question 

 

Lexis+: 

• Legal terms/phrases defined and interpretations  

• Application of laws/terms to factual scenarios in a jurisdiction 

• Finding the current law on an issue 

• Researching a legal issue or topic/asking legal question 
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• Reviewing case summaries (if included) 

• Procedural information  

• Finding forms and templates 

• Single document retrieval 

• Locating a specific source or content set 

• Browsing the Table of Contents in applicable publication 

• Browsing topics  

• Archived statutes 

• State law comparison surveys 

• Legislative History research 

• Document/Brief Analysis tool 

• Viewing tables, flow charts, process maps, or other visuals 

• Searching for briefs, motions, and pleadings 

• Searching law reviews and journals 

• Searching news and legal news  

• Business and company research 

• Expert witness research 

• Judge research 

• Competitive Intelligence research 

• Litigation Analytics 

• Market Standards 

 
*As additional content is added to Lexis+ AI, more tasks could be started on Lexis+ or 

Lexis+ AI Assistant. 
 

Effective Prompting:  
 

Refer to the LexisNexis Guide to Effective Prompts. Examples of a weak and strong 
prompts: 
 

Weak prompt: Draft a letter to my landlord saying it is illegal to kick me out of my 
apartment. 
Strong prompt: Draft an intent to sue letter to a landlord from a tenant in New York with 

statutory authority. The tenant continues to be in possession of the premises after the 
expiration of his term and continues paying rent. However today the landlord smoke 
bombed the premises for bed bugs which resulted in the death of the tenant’s pets, for 

which the tenant is seeking damages. Make the intent to sue letter extremely 
aggressive. 
 

Weak prompt: What if her boss had a good reason to fire her? 
Strong prompt: Can a retaliation claim succeed despite there being alternate non-
retaliatory motive for an adverse employment decision? 

 

https://lnlp.widen.net/s/jnptwz7wxv/lexis-ai-prompting-guide_law-schools-002
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Weak prompt: What can you do if a homeowner kicks you off their property? 
Strong prompt: What legal remedies are available to an oil pipeline if a landowner 

refuses to renew an easement? 

Class integration ideas: 
 

Exercises for Understanding, Using, and Evaluating Generative AI: 

 

• Pick the Tool Drills: The purpose of this exercise is to familiarize students with 

the distinctions between extractive and generative AI, to help them choose the 

most suitable tool for researching a given legal issue, and to help them recognize 

that the choice of tool is usually variable (depending on the tools available to them, 

their personal preferences, and the nature of their research/legal task). 

o Ask students to consider the nature of their legal issue and make an initial 

decision on whether an extractive or generative tool might be more 

suitable. 

o Identify a variety of legal issues to research and/or legal drafting tasks. 

o Identify and discuss whether extractive AI tools (in Lexis+, for example), 

publicly available generative AI tools (ChatGPT, Bard, Bing, Claude, etc.), 

and/or generative AI built specifically for legal research (Lexis+ AI) would be 

the more effective tool to start with and why. 

 

• Prompt Exercises: The LexisNexis Legal Research Exercise Bank (authored by 

LR&W professors) contains Lexis+ AI exercises, including one on Effective 

Prompting. 

 

• Prompt Design Competitions: Given a specific legal issue or drafting task, 

have students design prompts. Run the prompts and compare the output. 

Discuss which prompts were most effective and why. 

o Example: create a prompt to research whether a boxcutter is considered 

a weapon when a student brings one to school. 

o Example: draft a letter to opposing counsel to ask that their client meet 

their contractual obligations (i.e., to deliver goods on time, to perform a 

particular task, etc.). 

o Note: these examples intentionally do not use specific legal terms (e.g., 

using the term “demand letter”) to allow students to explore different 

prompt terms and to assess output. 

 

• Platform Output Comparisons: Divide students into groups. Assign each group 

a platform on which to run various searches/prompts (e.g., Lexis+, Lexis+ AI, 

Google, Bard, ChatGPT, etc.). Provide sample searches (consult LexisNexis 

Guide to Effective Prompts for prompt ideas) and facilitate class discussion 

comparing and contrasting results. 

 

https://www.lexisnexis.com/lawschool/lsp/p/faculty-instructor-guides.aspx
https://lnlp.widen.net/s/jnptwz7wxv/lexis-ai-prompting-guide_law-schools-002
https://lnlp.widen.net/s/jnptwz7wxv/lexis-ai-prompting-guide_law-schools-002
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• Edit & Revise Output: Ask Lexis+ AI to draft a legal document. Provide the draft 

generated to students to edit and revise to either change the tone, change the 

viewpoint of the letter writer, and/or to change the jurisdiction. 

o Example: draft a demand letter to a school after disciplining a female 

student for wearing slacks.  

o Example: draft a memo summarizing the attractive nuisance doctrine. 

o Note: Neither the jurisdiction nor the viewpoint/role of the writer is 

identified in these prompts. Either provide the jurisdiction and 

viewpoint/role of the letter writer or allow students to edit and make those 

decisions for themselves. Once students have had an opportunity to edit 

and revise the drafts, discuss the factors driving the editing decisions as 

well as the ethics of using forms and templates (including those generated 

by AI) in legal practice. 

 

• Research & Write Counterarguments: Ask Lexis+ AI for counterarguments for 

a legal position. This exercise can be customized to the subject matter of the 

course. 

o Example: Ask Lexis+ AI to identify grounds for eviction of a tenant in 

[JURISDCITION]. Next, ask Lexis+ AI to identify grounds to oppose 

eviction and to draft an argument to that effect. 

o Example: Ask Lexis+ AI to draft an argument that a knife is a concealed 

weapon in [JURISDICTION]. Next, ask Lexis+ AI to draft an argument that 

a knife is not a concealed weapon in [JURISDICTION]. 

o Note: Use these or other class-specific examples to have students 

generate arguments and counterarguments. Facilitate student 

presentation of their output and discussion about differing outputs when 

prompts provide the answer to a legal question. Provide guidance to 

students that all output needs to be evaluated, and source materials need 

to be read and analyzed to make determinations about the strength of a 

particular legal argument/position. 

 

Law Firms using generative AI tools: 
 

There is unprecedented demand for Lexis+ AI among law firms.  

 
According to a survey among commercial preview customers, 86% agree that Lexis+ AI 
is easy to use. Respondents also report that Lexis+ AI is driving significant productivity 

gains in law firms: 
• 89% estimate they will save up to 6 hours per week on summarizing case law  
• 78% estimate they will save up to 4 hours per week on legal drafting 

• 77% estimate they will save up to 6 hours per week uploading and summarizing 
documents 

• 74% estimate they will save up to 7 hours per week on legal research 
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What lawyers are saying about Lexis+ AI:  
 

“Lexis+ AI is a fascinating product worth using to save time,” said Judy Andresen, 
Business and Legal Research Analyst, DLA Piper. 
 

Greg Lambert, Chief Knowledge Services Officer at Jackson Walker LLP strongly agrees 
Lexis+ AI is both useful and trustworthy. “I have found the ability to prompt the legal 
research tool with a common language query to be extremely useful and the results have 

been very good. It gives me a great place to start.” 
 
According to Sukhdeep Gosal, Deputy District Attorney, Sutter County District Attorney’s 

Office, Lexis+ AI “works great with simple, quick questions you need answered without 
having to go through a whole bunch of cases or laws.” 
 

 

Additional resources:  
 

• Your LexisNexis Representative is one of the most helpful resources available for 
teaching and instructional support. They can create customized training and 
research instruction for you and your students. 

• Lexis+ AI Law School Faculty Resources page – provides links to various 
resources, FAQs, how-to-videos, and more. 

• Lexis+ AI Research Exercise Bank exercises (included in the Legal Research & 
Writing Center) authored by LR&W professors on the following topics: 

o Finding current law 

o Researching a legal issue 
o Effective prompting 
o Term of art interpretation and application 

o Drafting client emails and letters 
o Drafting arguments and memos 

• LexisNexis Guide to Effective Prompts 

• Lexis Learn module on Lexis+ AI: Log into your LexisNexis faculty account at 
lawschool.lexis.com. Select the “Lexis Learn” button on the faculty landing page. 

http://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/lawschool/portal/contact-rep.page
https://www.lexisnexis.com/salesprodocs/secure/c.aspx?ID=OHW9oHLDeGPyO%2bdTN%2bamXg%3d%3d&ReUrl=7c2eG4EEsE1ob3dN7vVX2PT6K9r6zf9cLzOOMEtQuU49bDaIW57O9k8s%2biVkmQmGt%2bvKLah%2byoLXwPmTIA1Qp15grcc98QF7ZiT25HqnsNZ6kAZgM0%2bbu513uSM9yBuADwYP6aSytFTbqp60Mw2U77ZCK0Nz6cDGE%2flpFSQgUQXAGjei9mT%2fkviS3LPBxtNTax7ert40K480aDuDYQUh2HKU9F%2frHNfQ7eW%2fU4Tw425398u6w9eftmcmfHVOkOVggK9FAih8PU7V7xhd2ScxXKMDnw5B5ZUjMEwGm6jorW0ZKbWLDHs3mSWH9Yp9UZlTrVKEhlb%2f2Wy70Qo5BemJETwxyVmvbdCw
https://www.lexisnexis.com/lawschool/lsp/p/faculty-instructor-guides.aspx
https://www.lexisnexis.com/community/lawschool/b/preauth/posts/legal-research-and-writing-center
https://www.lexisnexis.com/community/lawschool/b/preauth/posts/legal-research-and-writing-center
https://lnlp.widen.net/s/jnptwz7wxv/lexis-ai-prompting-guide_law-schools-002
https://www.lexisnexis.com/lawschool/lnmo/p/lexislearnmyclasses_pp.aspx
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Choose “Preview Modules” to review modules or “Create Class” to assign one or more 
modules to students and to track completion. The Lexis+ AI module is near the bottom 
of the list, #24. If you have questions or need assistance with Lexis Learn, contact your 

LexisNexis representative.  
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• Choosing the Right Tool provides a high-level overview of the two functions of 

Lexis+ AI for academic accounts and the differences between Lexis+ AI and 
publicly available generative AI tools. 

• LexisNexis Practical Guidance – provides an extensive collection of practical 
guidance including Artificial Intelligence such as: 

o Generative Artificial Intelligence (AI) Resource Kit 
o Artificial Intelligence Legislation Tracker 

o Artificial Intelligence Legislation State Law Survey 
o Generative AI Federal and State Court Rules Tracker 
o Artificial Intelligence Key Legal Issues 

• For breaking news and legal developments on Artificial Intelligence, don’t forget 
the Law360 Legal News Hub on Lexis+. 

https://lnlp.widen.net/s/5ffc5jrwql/lexis-ai-choose-the-right-tool
https://www.lexisnexis.com/salesprodocs/secure/c.aspx?ID=OHW9oHLDeGPyO%2bdTN%2bamXg%3d%3d&ReUrl=7c2eG4EEsE1ob3dN7vVX2PT6K9r6zf9cLzOOMEtQuU49bDaIW57O9k8s%2biVkmQmGt%2bvKLah%2byoLXwPmTIA1Qp15grcc98QF7ZiT25HqnsNZ6kAZgM0%2bbu513uSM9yBuADwYP6aSytFSp8nj1PGipvs7ZpXOkPNn5aufbAdL0P8zK4z56Ec3%2fP0CzEopHevq75VY%2fr3VZ8cH60Zqy24g7ZC7SMvrMTNGQhHD95BpIXqWitVblYJtmE9hDZoJ%2bP8fgS7Ru8%2fqek3apWrlkz5rj9Dn1M4WjZCtDKNJXyL0RW%2bzj1m5QAvSQVc15q4lJn8OiBSiwB676ASjhQ9Nn9Km1Ay695CRy0ikB
https://www.lexisnexis.com/salesprodocs/secure/c.aspx?ID=OHW9oHLDeGPyO%2bdTN%2bamXg%3d%3d&ReUrl=7c2eG4EEsE1ob3dN7vVX2PT6K9r6zf9cLzOOMEtQuU49bDaIW57O9k8s%2biVkmQmGt%2bvKLah%2byoLXwPmTIA1Qp15grcc98QF7ZiT25HqnsNZ6kAZgM0%2bbu513uSM9yBuADwYP6aSytFSp8nj1PGipvs7ZpXOkPNn5aufbAdL0P8zRb7BA3zlctVj2ZPvnDYaXSOB3%2bNk1C%2bnQD0LwLpB83iEwrNHd%2bdJOSVDMfxP8rQUtK8lpa2GdhqtdtoB4y2dcgzllo1ANDDCAK8k4oFtWno8dFQAt3LjhvKKEJexVCzKzr7vEPwEDZw%3d%3d
https://www.lexisnexis.com/salesprodocs/secure/c.aspx?ID=OHW9oHLDeGPyO%2bdTN%2bamXg%3d%3d&ReUrl=7c2eG4EEsE1ob3dN7vVX2PT6K9r6zf9cLzOOMEtQuU49bDaIW57O9k8s%2biVkmQmGt%2bvKLah%2byoLXwPmTIA1Qp15grcc98QF7ZiT25HqnsNZ6kAZgM0%2bbu513uSM9yBuADwYP6aSytFSp8nj1PGipvs7ZpXOkPNn5aufbAdL0P8zRb7BA3zlctVj2ZPvnDYaXSOB3%2bNk1C%2blhc%2b8NsXS3FzzncWFkj2fTS3CmiufhYunAugk0wAJ8oNDB22qKmwu7UU6bRstO%2fwxmXoxis4dFJuqNSrFx5glRF8aTh4iCECewfXF1cQ9eIM1%2fXfFbMbUw
https://www.lexisnexis.com/salesprodocs/secure/c.aspx?ID=OHW9oHLDeGPyO%2bdTN%2bamXg%3d%3d&ReUrl=7c2eG4EEsE1ob3dN7vVX2PT6K9r6zf9cLzOOMEtQuU49bDaIW57O9k8s%2biVkmQmGt%2bvKLah%2byoLXwPmTIA1Qp15grcc98QF7ZiT25HqnsNZ6kAZgM0%2bbu513uSM9yBuADwYP6aSytFSp8nj1PGipvs7ZpXOkPNn5aufbAdL0P8zRb7BA3zlctVj2ZPvnDYaXSOB3%2bNk1C%2bkTsndSQHDeLBgKDuQJbGcZIVMKuLQzrja3TeBY9dHISa8%2fRn5eD%2bR%2fHZ8KUeHaac3aLqaaqyzZve3y1PsvLcVbtr2cvzrIOAzmE6RW6V5%2bTHnfhPubKJXx
https://plus.lexis.com/api/permalink/7b60127d-470e-4714-9d67-34a1d1a2d37d/?context=1530671
https://www.lexisnexis.com/salesprodocs/secure/c.aspx?ID=OHW9oHLDeGPyO%2bdTN%2bamXg%3d%3d&ReUrl=7c2eG4EEsE1ob3dN7vVX2PT6K9r6zf9cLzOOMEtQuU49bDaIW57O9k8s%2biVkmQmGt%2bvKLah%2byoLXwPmTIA1Qp15grcc98QF7ZiT25HqnsNZ6kAZgM0%2bbu513uSM9yBuADwYP6aSytFSp8nj1PGipvs7ZpXOkPNn5aufbAdL0P8zRb7BA3zlctVj2ZPvnDYaXSOB3%2bNk1C%2bkxjwmCZI5S04ZV8UUD7JtKQ%2b%2besJ9yrVyVaJe%2bds0YYei%2fddSSHeZlVrjoQAFm%2fCwYsRvGiSFdf0W191BsFh1uNL6EIsJZ9ShjKr4zD8qdjWhXq8omjsVt
https://www.lexisnexis.com/salesprodocs/secure/c.aspx?ID=OHW9oHLDeGPyO%2bdTN%2bamXg%3d%3d&ReUrl=7c2eG4EEsE1ob3dN7vVX2PT6K9r6zf9cLzOOMEtQuU49bDaIW57O9k8s%2biVkmQmGt%2bvKLah%2byoLXwPmTIA1Qp15grcc98QF7ZiT25HqnsNZ6kAZgM0%2bbu513uSM9yBuADwYP6aSytFTK0KrEKRrPdRsloXf%2fsIKbk14FnYzHccT1wrs%2fmxORu9cMtrwJU7l8XrMwxqDZeigcLLjEeh4AVR3tQrD1oZIK

